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The New Nature Writer has been imagined as ‘a man:
bearded, badly dressed, ascetic, misanthropic’. 1
Thankfully, Linda Cracknell is none of those. In her book,
Doubling Back: Ten Paths Trodden in Memory, Cracknell
tramples down those gender confining binaries of space.
She opens up her own memories and the places in which
she finds them and enables the reader to walk with her
through Gothic internal landscapes, and to tread on
paths from Cornwall to Kenya, Scotland to Switzerland,
and to follow in the steps of her friend’s Pappa and St
Cuthbert’s pilgrims.
Anyone who walks knows of the reflective and healing qualities of pacing out our
lives on the land. When we walk with a companion, we walk in parallel or in train
of thought with each other: when we walk alone we revisit moments of our
everyday lives that have lingered unresolved, and our footsteps plant the
moments in another place where we may leave them. Cracknell shows us how
those moments seed themselves and grow into something other, and, on treading
the paths again, we can, like her, revisit the moments and the memories, and find
imaginations of our past and our selves.
In Doubling Back, the writing is personal. It is a conversation with the reader who
walks with her through that past and through her self. We walk with her through
her childhood and her youth, as well as in the footsteps of others, where she
makes ‘peace with the contradictory impulses of familiarity and “otherness”‘ and
confronts the unreliability of memory into which her old footsteps have grown.
That gothic internal strangeness in her writing has struck me in much of her

work. Indeed, in Doubling Back she reflects, ‘I suspect I was a strange child,
internalised, tearful, quiet’. And yet, there is a wonderful humour in her
reflections: I laughed at the self rebuke that she should have recorded all she’d
stood with at the Birks of Aberfeldy. ‘I could make it an artwork,’ she writes, ‘like
Tracey Emin’s and call it Everyone I have ever leant with, 1995-2008’.
Cracknell’s honesty and personal integrity in her writing is engaging, and the
unfamiliar treatment of the familiar is haunting. Doubling Back reveals
Cracknell’s strength of writing in the genre of New Nature Writing. I look forward
to walking with her thoughts, her memories, and her conversations with
landscapes again.
Doubling Back: Ten Paths Trodden in Memory by Linda Cracknell is published by
Freight Books, 2014.
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